
G1. Is this 
affecting most 

of your 
machines or 

just one?

Is the machine 
sometimes 

offline or fully 
offline?

Your network may not have 
sufficient bandwidth or 

coverage for the affected 
machines.

This is likely a signal strength 
issue. Place the gateway 

higher up.

reference 
code 

OF.G1

most
sometimes


offline

Reach out to your CSE  
or support@amper.xyz 

with your reference code

GATEWAYAGGREGATOR

Is the gateway 
online on the 

hardware page?

fully offline

G2. Is the 
gateway’s 

bottom LED 
yellow or red?

just one

yes OF.G2

no

still unresolved?

G3. Do the 
machine &  

gateway 
names match 
the hardware 

page?

G4. Is the top 
LED blue 

(indicating 
power)?

G5. Is the 
bottom LED 

red?

G6. Is the 
bottom LED 

green or 
yellow?

In the hardware page, edit the 
gateway’s name to match the 
one on the machine and begin 

again.

Unplug and plug it back in to 
the power supply. If it doesn't 
turn on, make sure outlet has 

power.

This is likely a signal strength 
issue. Place the gateway 

higher up.

The device is connected to an 
access point but not to 

Amper. Review your network 
against Amper’s IT 

configuration requirements.

The device cannot see your 
network. If network configurations 
are compatible, the access point 

is either currently offline or too far 
away.

Device isn’t configured or able 
to connect to wireless access 

points. In setup.amper.xyz, 
connect to the device and 
click "scan for networks."

OF.G3

OF.G4

OF.G5

OF.G6

OF.G7

no

no

still unresolved?

still unresolved?

still unresolved?

still unresolved?

still unresolved?

yes

yes

no

no (bottom LED off)

G7. Does your 
network show 
up in the scan 

list?

no

yes

yes

Select the network and type in the 
password. Double check that it is 
the right password and is typed 

correctly.

yes

G8. Does the 
bottom LED 
turn green 

within 2 
minutes?

If the hardware page still shows issues 
or if timelines don’t appear within 10 
minutes, repeat the process from the 

beginning.

yes

still unresolved?

no

Confirm that there is no MAC 
address whitelisting preventing 

access.
OF.G9still unresolved or need MAC addresses?

A1. Does the 
hardware 

page show 
aggregator 

data?

A2. Is the 
lower left LED 

fully off?

A3. Is the 
lower left LED 

blinking?

A5. In the 
hardware page 
configuration, is 
"Machine uses 

multiple sensors" 
selected?

A6. Does the 
sensor’s port 

number match the 
one selected in the 

hardware page?

yes

Move the sensor into the port 
number corresponding with 
the selected hardware page 

configuration.

Unplug the sensors and CAT5 
cable, then plug them back in 
firmly so the corresponding 

LED lights turn on.

yes

yes

no

reference 
code 

OF.A1

Reach out to your CSE  
or support@amper.xyz 

with your reference code

yes

no

Unplug CAT5 cable from 
gateway and aggregator and 

firmly plug back in, or try a 
new CAT5 cable.

OF.A2 yesstill unresolved?

Temporarily swap the 
gateway with one from 

another machine.

A3-1. Does 
the lower left 
LED turn on 

without 
blinking?

no

OF.A3 yes yes

no

A4. Are you 
using an 

analog sensor 
(clamp)

yes

no (LED fully on)

OF.A4 no

OF.A5 still unresolved?

OF.A6

no

still unresolved?

Offline machine

troubleshooting

no

no
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